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Introducing, Leah (Leah is Seen), the most

unlikely heroine to reach readers young

and old.  Why? Leah is a child that

constantly hears and sees reasons to

accept the status quo of statistics that

should dictate her future, but refuses to

quit.

Readers find out early that although

unsure of herself; she is resilient.  Leah

shows the world that when told "you can't"

she can still try, when told "just give up" 

 

 

she gives it another try, and when failure is

evident, she does not hesitate to seek

encouragement from the inside. 

Leah is always learning, constantly

evolving, forever affirming and embracing

hope.  Yes, Leah is the new I.T. Girl, IN

TOUCH with all prevalent social ills of the

day but striving to overcome them to live

"Healthy Ever After."

 

 

Follow me on all my social media channels

(@weakemerald) for updates!

weakemerald.com
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We're happy to introduce the first book in

our Leah Praise Series. The young

protagonist is placed in situations that the

reader can relate. Together they become

more aware, build esteem and identify

inner strength. Throughout the story we

offer questions to assist our readers with

starting a dialogue about many topics

such as anti-bullying. We've incorporated

a matching coloring book to encourage

non-verbal forms of expression, such as

drawing and coloring, but also 

 

journaling and reflection. Our readers can

ensure Leah is Seen as we encourage their

imaginations to draw or write the ending.

Our second book in the Leah Praise Series

invites the reader into Leah's home. Leah

Finds Peace tackles the daily struggles of

a 21st century youth. The reader and Leah

are encouraged to express themselves in

order to continue a dialogue of

understanding, determination and

courage.  

 

 

Leah is Seen (Hardcover) - ISBN: 978-0999473313

Coloring Book (Paperback) - ISBN: 978-0999473320
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Books sold online

weakemerald.com 



about the 
publishing

Weak Emerald, LLC is a self-publishing

company, launched in 2017.  Weak

Emerald is passionate about creating

works that inspire children to achieve

victory in trials, incline to believe that the

impossible is possible, and invite to

confirm that overcoming obstacles is a

necessary learning curve.  Weak Emerald

strives to produce stories that are

intellectually engaging to retain a child's

attention and comprehension, enhance

creativity and imagination, and make the

reading experience more enjoyable for

families, schools, and youth programs. 

Weak Emerald's literary focus is to expose

and attempt to eliminate bullying, low 

 

 

self-esteem, and poverty and introduce

encouragement, self-respect, and dignity

to children and whosoever will choose a

book published by Weak Emerald.

 

Introducing,  Weak Emerald's first up and

coming new children's book author,

Claudette Esmerelda, a retired Army

veteran, has always used her words to

encourage recruits to become soldiers,

soldiers to become leaders, and leaders to

become leaders of character for the

future.   Still, in retirement, she maintains

that same encouragement through writing

while focusing on empowering,

encouraging, and enlightening our future

leaders to embrace their individuality and

uniqueness while preparing to reach a

common goal of making the world a better

place.
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about 
the visits
Weak Emerald, LLC offers  unmatched

experiences with author, Claudette

Esmerelda. Our author's visit will focus on

the Young at Heart (YH) or the Strong at

Heart (SH).

YH audience members are a "sponge" and

see the world through the lens of others.

The age range is 5 - 10 years with our non

verbal activity leaning towards coloring

and drawing while creating their "own"

Leah!

SH audiences are over 11 and Leah allows

them to actively express themselves. The

author navigates and engages with the

 

 

audience to develop inner strength and

outward courage. Topics for General

Assemblies, but not limited to,  are as

follows: Decisions to Destiny: Stories

from Germany to Georgia.   Immerse

yourself in determination and courage that

end with the pursuit of destiny.  Claudette

relates stories that effectively lead the

audience to identify life decisions with

great rewards!

Faith to Dream: A Product of the

Village.   A tough-love exploration of our

community's contribution that examines:

why we are here, what we are here to

accomplish, and how the people

contribute to our story. Learn stereotype

survival, overcome obstacles, and self-

actualization.
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